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Your Invisible Power is one of the earliest and most inspirational books of 'New Thought.' It is

small in size but huge in stature as well as in the impact it has had on millions of people. It

teaches you, in simple terms, how to effectively use the power of visualization for your own

betterment.
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Thomas Troward Six-Book Collection (annotated): The Hidden Power; The Law And The Word;

The Creative Process In The Individual; Edinburgh Lectures On Mental ... (Alpha Centauri Self-

Development 5301), Jose Silva's Everyday ESP: A New Way of Living, Ask and It Is Given:

Learning to Manifest Your Desires (Law of Attraction Book 7), Mindful Manifestation: A

Uniquely Effective Way to Practice Mindfulness (Relax with Neville), Awakened Imagination:

With linked Table of Contents, Believe It to Receive It : Activate the Miracles Waiting for You,

Change Your Paradigm, Change Your Life, The Vortex: Where the Law of Attraction Assembles

All Cooperative Relationships, The Divine Matrix: Bridging Time, Space, Miracles, and Belief,

High Performance Habits: How Extraordinary People Become That Way, The Law of Attraction:

The Basics of the Teachings of Abraham, Telepsychics: Using Your Hidden Subconscious

Powers, MASTER THE MIND: FROM THE TEACHINGS OF NEVILLE GODDARD, Manifesting

with Alignment: 7 Hidden Principles to Master the Energy of Thoughts and Emotions - How to

Raise Your Vibration Instantly and Shift to the ... of Your Desires (Law of Attraction Book 4),

Five Lessons: A Master Class by Neville, The Magic of Manifesting: 15 Advanced Techniques

To Attract Your Best Life, Even If You Think It's Impossible Now (Law of Attraction Book 1)

Mendi, “MUST READ!!!!. I absolutely love this book!!! Behrend explains the science behind

visualization and how and why it works. In an age where people have such a surface level

understanding of the power of visualization, this book gives you the information you need to

truly understand it and utilize it. Behrend clearly explains the relationship between the non

physical and the physical world and how they work together to bring all visions into reality. This

book gives you concrete evidence on how things happen and she shares stories of

visualization that worked for other people. It's a quick read, but there's so much depth in the

book you really have to study it over and over again to actually understand it. I highly

recommend this book to anyone who wants more out of life and believes they deserve better!!”

Ticket81, “Excellent book!. Excellent book! Very quick read (or in my case, "listen" with the

Audble add-on. Took me three commutes to finish). I think many people know what they need

to do but struggle with the "how". This book clearly explains that. Along with this, I highly

recommend the book/audiobook, You Were Born Rich by Bob Proctor (he mentions Your

Invisible Power in it). I've read a lot of books on the subject but I feel Your Invisible Power and

You Were Born Rich are two of the best ones!Note: I must say that the book does dive into

religion more than I thought it would. Doesn't bother me but may not be appropriate for others.”

T. D. Dixon, Jr., “Foundational. 5 stars because this is the stuff beneath the stuff. It's the engine

under the hood. It's the foundation beneath the house. Indeed, it is the food for our other than

conscious mind (aka, subconscious) that determines the level of conscious success we

experience. This book is not simply to be read. It must be studied with the goal of producing

undeniable results. Up to the challenge? I AM!!!”



Christine L. Mattera, “Purpose of the power within you. This book is life changing, fine tuning

the fact that Divine power is yours. The greatest mental scientist ever known, Jesus Christ, said

"all things are possible to you" and "the things I can do you can do" ... did He tell the Truth?

The Power He possessed, incarnate, through personal development is 100 percent available to

each of us through the same means. All space is filled with creative power and creative power

is amenable and can only work through deductive methods. Meaning ... God's universal power

takes its creative direction from the word YOU give it!”

Morgana, “Good book, but audio was painful to listen to. I bought the Kindle version with the

Audible narration. Although I found the information in this book to be very interesting, it's one of

those books that you might have to go through twice, just because it's very in depth and, at

times, hard to grasp. My problem also might have been that I didn't actually read the book, I

just listened to the Audible narration, which was horrendous in my opinion. This guy sounded

like he was just reading the book to get the words out. There was no fluctuation in his voice.

You can tell he didn't believe a word of what he was reading. There is a difference in just

speaking words aloud and actually reading something to an audience. Apparently, this narrator

doesn't know that.”

Joseph J. Truncale, “One of the early books ever written on visualization and mind power.. As

someone who has been a voracious reader for more than 7 decades my passions and

interests has been wide and varied. Some things stand the test of time and this small 45 page

booklet (Your Invisible Power by Genevieve Behrend) is an example of that saying. While

shopping on line I came across this 45 page soft cover volume on Amazon and decided to

purchase it. This small text was written in September of 1921 making it more than 100 years

old; nevertheless, the advice and information is as relevant today as it was the time it was

published. This booklet may be one of the first texts ever published on the power of

visualization and the subconscious mind.The short 17 chapters cover a lot of practical and

useful information. Some of the material in this manual includes: Order of visualization, how to

attract to yourself the things you desire, relation between mental and physical form, operation

of your mental picture-desire, expressions for beginners, making your mental picture, things to

remember, why I took up the study of mental science, how I attracted to myself twenty

thousand dollars, how I became the only personal pupil of T. Troward, the great mental

scientist, how to bring the power in your word into action, how to increase your faith, how to

make nature respond to you and other advice on using your mind to get what you want in life.I

found this small booklet very interesting and informative in spite of its early publishing

date.Rating: 4 Stars. Joseph J. Truncale (Author: Zen poetry moments: Haiku and Senryu for

special occasions).”

Genuine Redhead, “PRACTICAL, beats the heck out of most on the subject but then it us up to

YOU to use the material. Very short easy read AND you will read it over and over and over until

you fully grasp the lessons. She wastes no time on fluff, lays out the info and it's then up to you

to DO something.”

Reverend Dr.D., “This is a very good book on the laws of attraction or the laws .... This is a very

good book on the laws of attraction or the laws of belief which is all the "Secret" to everything.

You could get it all from one sentence spoken in the Bible by the Creator of all things visible

and invisible; The Lord Jesus Christ, who said; "If thou canst believe, all things are possible to

him that believeth"Unfortunately we have trouble believing it is that simple. This book puts the



laws of faith into practical application and by argument and example helps convince the reader

of this simple yet so difficult to believe law of the universe. Also can inexpensively get the

audio upgrade to listen to at a reduced price.”

Duncan O'Brien, “Time to design what you truly want to create in life. I thought I had read

enough self help books and then was advised to read your invisible power. Wow, do we dare to

dream, realise our passions and fulfil our potential ... Reading this book will help you come to

terms with the influencing forces on your life and how to be aware of the ways in which you are

already using them maybe with careless and detrimental consequences. The good things is

your mistakes can teach you of the powers that be as they work in the same way. Take some

time out, refocus and become conscious. Design your image, refine, sculpt and craft your

mould then be open and ready to allow your ideas to be fulfilled with the creative energy that

continuously flows around and through you. The book/message is beautifully complimented by

"the path of least resistance" in my view.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “LOA. This book is once again amazing as all the books of that era. One

does not have to "understand" via using one's intelligence, but one simply has to "feel" within

oneself. The essence of the teachings are simply "within" as opposed to outside yourself. The

book is clearly ahead of it's time, but does the universe recognise time? Another series of

"aha" moments on reading.”

Dangercat08, “Wonderful Book!. I've read many books on manifesting desires but this one is

the best ones! I'm surprised it was written in 1921 and not spread much earlier through our

culture. Don't let it's first publication date or older style put you off. Devour it and you will gain a

great understanding of the mind and the universe.”

YAHUAH's Child, “Invisible Power indeed .... Those in the know are controlling the world at

large - we need to wake up and grasp knowledge - especially now when knowledge is in

abundance. When we seek we shall find. This book is an eye opener....”

Samuel Quaye, “Irresistible!. I have read thus book countless times. I have listened to it being

read on my kindle fire devices. Even listen to its audiobook on YouTube. I love the book and its

simplicity to demonstrate a manifestations.”

The book by Genevieve Behrend has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 1,307 people have provided

feedback.
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